The Personality of Khalil Gibran: A Psychological Study of his life and Work
Abstract

Among the numerous books published this year on the occasion of the "International Year of Gibran", Nahida Taweel Ferzli's study of the life and work of this renowned writer, poet, and artist stands out.
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– Khalil Gibran. The greatest teacher in life is failure. We learn to love from haters, to respect others from arrogant people, to work hard from lazy and stagnant people, and so on. Yet, we tend to see failures as something invaluable. 6. In the sweetness of friendship; let there be laughter and the sharing of pleasures. – Khalil Gibran Quotes. Cherish every little moment in your relationship and savor every laughter you share with the other person. 7. If you cannot work with love but only with distaste, it is better that you should leave your work. – Khalil Gibran. When you hate what you do, you can't work hard at it and go the extra mile. So it's better to pick something you are naturally drawn to. 8. If you love somebody, let them go, for if they return, they were always yours. Khalil Gibran was a 20th century Lebanese American artist, writer and philosopher. Born into an underprivileged family, he successfully carved out his own niche and today the world stands witness to the most fascinating visual art, poems as well as novels which he created in his short life span. He is mainly known for his 1923 book “The Prophet”, a series of philosophical essays written in English prose, which went on to become a bestseller in the United States. The book was an example of inspirational fiction and became quite popular during the 1960s counterculture. After Shakespeare and Lao-